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Abstract A novel statistical–dynamical scheme has been

developed to reconstruct the sea surface atmospheric

variables necessary to force an ocean model. Multiple

linear regressions are first built over a so-called learning

period and over the entire Atlantic basin from the observed

relationship between the surface wind conditions, or pre-

dictands, and the anomalous large scale atmospheric cir-

culations, or predictors. The latter are estimated in the

extratropics by 500 hPa geopotential height weather

regimes and in the tropics by low-level wind classes. The

transfer function further combined to an analog step is then

used to reconstruct all the surface variables fields over

1958–2002. We show that the proposed hybrid scheme is

very skillful in reproducing the mean state, the seasonal

cycle and the temporal evolution of all the surface ocean

variables at interannual timescale. Deficiencies are found

in the level of variance especially in the tropics. It is

underestimated for 2-m temperature and humidity as well

as for surface radiative fluxes in the interannual frequency

band while it is slightly overestimated at higher frequency.

Decomposition in empirical orthogonal function (EOF)

shows that the spatial and temporal coherence of the

forcing fields is however very well captured by the

reconstruction method. For dynamical downscaling pur-

poses, reconstructed fields are then interpolated and used to

carry out a high-resolution oceanic simulation using the

NATL4 (1/4�) model integrated over 1979–2001. This

simulation is compared to a reference experiment where

the original observed forcing fields are prescribed instead.

Mean states between the two experiments are virtually

undistinguishable both in terms of surface fluxes and ocean

dynamics estimated by the barotropic and the meridional

overturning streamfunctions. The 3-dimensional variance

of the simulated ocean is well preserved at interannual

timescale both for temperature and salinity except in the

tropics where it is underestimated. The main modes of

interannual variability assessed through EOF are correctly

reproduced for sea surface temperature, barotropic

streamfunction and mixed layer depth both in terms of

spatial structure and temporal evolution. Collectively, our

results provide evidence that the statistical–dynamical

scheme presented in this two-part study is an efficient and

promising tool to infer oceanic changes (in particular those

related to the wind-driven circulation) due to modifications

in the large-scale atmospheric circulation. As a pre-

requisite, we have here validated the method for present-

day climate; we encourage its use for climate change

studies with some adaptations though.

Keywords Weather regimes � Climate variability �
Atlantic Ocean � Oceanic forcing variables �
Dynamical ocean downscaling

1 Introduction

The ocean plays a main role in climate regulation and a

correct estimation of the oceanic variability is crucial for

climate studies. One important challenge for the next

Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC)

exercise is to reduce the large uncertainties in both the
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evaluation of the 3-dimensional oceanic changes that have

occurred over the last 50 years or so (e.g. oceanic heat

content, wind-driven circulation, meridional overturning

circulation—MOC, etc.), and in the projection of these

changes for the next century. Coupled General Circulation

Models (CGCMs) are traditionally used to understand the

climate variability and associated processes. CGCMs are

all the more important in a poor observational context

because the lack of long-term measurements of the global

ocean often leads to conflicting results. Unfortunately, in

spite of continuing advances in computational power and

scientific understanding, the IPCC-class CGCMs still

suffer from important biases (Randall et al. 2007). Some

are due to the poor representation of the atmospheric

variables at the ocean surface, which are used in air–sea

fluxes computation and ensure exchanges between the

ocean and the atmosphere. Some are related to the erro-

neous representation of the interface processes themselves

such as feedbacks between sea surface temperature (SST)

and turbulent and radiative fluxes (Frankignoul et al.

2004). Note also that the representation of key oceanic

processes (e.g. boundary currents, mesoscale eddies,

coastal upwellings, etc.) cannot be resolved in IPCC-class

CGCMs due to their coarse oceanic resolution (Roberts

et al. 2004).

The present two-part study documents a novel statistico-

dynamical scheme developed to overcome the systematic

biases of global climate models with the ultimate goal to

obtain a better estimation of the 3-dimensional ocean

mean state and variability for present climate. One of

the final perspectives is to assess with more confidence the

3-dimensional changes in response to greenhouse gazes

(GHG) increasing concentration over the next century. The

proposed method is divided into two distinct steps:

• A statistical step to reconstruct an unbiased forcing

dataset for the ocean using the large scale atmospheric

circulation from CGCMs. The latter is commonly

considered as one of the most reliable outputs from

CGCMs by contrast to direct modeled surface atmo-

spheric variables (Christensen et al. 2007). A transfer

function is statistically built between the large scale

atmospheric circulation (referred as predictors) and the

atmospheric surface variables (the predictands) using

observations or their best estimates via reanalyzes. This

transfer function combined to an analog step is then

applied to the modeled atmospheric large scale circu-

lation to reconstruct an atmospheric forcing dataset for

the ocean. The statistical step tackles the first source of

biases for CGCMs above mentioned, because the mean

and the variability of the reconstructed forcing, and

consequently of the sea surface ocean to a large extent,

are imposed to be close to observation by construction.

• A dynamical step also referred to as dynamical

downscaling. The reconstructed atmospheric forcing

dataset is used to force an ocean model whose

resolution is much higher than in the IPCC-class

CGCMs. The higher resolution offers the prospect of

credible and coherent representation of smaller-scale

processes that are important for local conditions in

terms of mean and variability. Dynamical downscaling

has been extensively used for the atmosphere. Modeled

SSTs from CGCMs are interpolated after bias-correc-

tion onto high-resolution atmospheric grids because

those correctly represent orography and consequently a

large part of precipitation and temperature distribution.

By analogy for the ocean, the need for realistic

bathymetry appears essential because bottom layer

processes control part of the density evolution of the

deep outflows (Girton and Sanford 2003) known to be

important for the simulation of the oceanic circulation.

A better representation of the oceanic deep convection

and vertical mixing as well as mesoscale eddies due to

higher spatial resolution is also anticipated to be

important. Similarly to the atmosphere, forcing fields

for the ocean are thus interpolated onto high-resolution

ocean grid after biases correction here assessed through

the statistical step. The dynamical downscaling step

thus tackles the last source of biases of IPCC-class

CGCMs above mentioned.

The challenge of the present study is to adapt to oceanic

purposes the traditional statistico-dynamical schemes (such

as Frey-Buness et al. 1995 or Fuentes and Heimann 2000)

usually devoted to regional application over land, and in

particular to adapt them to a full-size ocean, here the

Atlantic. Attempts for oceanic downscaling have been

documented for limited oceanic basins (typically the size of

the Baltic Sea, Heyen et al. 1996) but a few papers have

tackled a more global perspective. In our case, the crux is

to find predictors that capture the coherent variability

among all the predictands at sea surface (10-m wind, 2-m

temperature and humidity, surface radiative fluxes and

precipitation) that must be respected in the reconstructed

forcing over the entire Atlantic Ocean when passed to the

high-resolution model. Part I of this study (Cassou et al.

2010) was devoted to this task. We demonstrated that the

decomposition in North Atlantic-Europe weather regimes

(NAE-WR) in the extratropics and in tropical wind classes

(T-WC) representing the alteration of the trades following

a so-called weather-typing approach is relevant to derive

basin-wide changes of sea surface variables over the entire

Atlantic basin from 1958 to 2002. Both the frequency of

occurrence of the regimes/classes and their strength

assessed through distances to their centroids have been

found to be valuable predictors to reconstruct the
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interannual surface ocean variability as well as trends. In

addition, regimes are linked to the alteration of the North

Atlantic atmospheric stationary waves considered as the

main source of predictability for variability ranging from

seasonal to climate change timescale. Recent papers show

in particular that the majority of IPCC scenario experi-

ments share a common increase of the stationary wave

amplitude associated with the acceleration of the zonal

mean wind flow in response to enhanced GHG forcing (e.g.

Brandefelt and Körnich 2008). Christensen et al. 2007 in

the last IPCC assessment report also mentions that large-

scale weather regimes may be considered as one of the

most skilful attributes of CGCMs to simulate atmospheric

flow patterns. Collectively, the regime entity that can be

viewed as a ‘‘reading grid’’ of the large-scale atmospheric

circulation, or be interpreted as an efficient spatio-temporal

filter of the chaotic atmospheric flow, is a promising can-

didate for downscaling for both present-day climate and

scenarios analyses; NAE-WR and T-WC will thus be our

predictors in the following. Before applying the full

method to future climate scenarios, its evaluation is nec-

essary for present climate. This study is devoted to this

task.

The present paper, or Part II, is organized as follows.

The data and the ocean model are presented in Sect. 2. The

statistico-dynamical scheme using atmospheric circulation

classes as predictors to generate ocean surface variables is

detailed in Sect. 3. The statistical step is validated over

1958–2002 and the reconstructed dataset is used to force a

high-resolution ocean simulation that is compared to a

reference one forced by the original observed dataset.

Comparisons between the two simulations are provided in

terms of air-sea fluxes and interannual variability for ocean

variables in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively. The results are

summarized and further discussed in Sect. 6.

2 Data

2.1 The NATL4 ocean model

The high-resolution ocean model used in this study is part

of a model hierarchy based on the Nucleus for European

Modeling of the Ocean (NEMO) core (Madec 2008) and

developed as part of the European model collaboration

DRAKKAR (Drakkar group 2007). Its name is NATL4 and

corresponds to the regional implementation of NEMO for

the Atlantic Ocean at 1/4� resolution on average. The

model includes the OPA9 ocean model coupled with the

Louvain La Neuve Ice Model version 2 (Fichefet and

Morales Maqueda 1999). The horizontal grid is an

extraction of the global tripolar ORCA grid at the resolu-

tion of 1/4� at the equator (Barnier et al. 2006). The domain

covers the Atlantic basin from 20�S to 80�N and includes

the Nordic Seas, the Denmark strait and a part of the

Western Mediterranean Sea (eastern boundary at 23�E).

Buffer zones are defined at all boundaries over 28 grid

points with a linear damping time from 3 to 100 days to

climatological conditions (Levitus et al. 1998) for the

ocean part and to climatological data deduced from a 0.5�
global simulation for the ice part. A restoring zone is

prescribed in the Gulf of Cadiz bellow 150 m to improve

the representation of the Mediterranean outflow. The

bathymetry file is deduced from the ETOPO2V2g database

(http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/fliers/01mgg04.html). On

the vertical, there are 50 Z-levels with a resolution of 1 m

at the surface, 450 m at the bottom, 26 levels in the upper

250 m and a partial step parameterization is used on the

last ocean level (Barnier et al. 2006). The vertical mixing

(Blanke and Delecluse, 1993) is based on a turbulent

kinetic energy (TKE) scheme. On the horizontal, a filtered

free surface (Roullet and Madec 2000), a total variation

diminishing (TVD) scheme (Lévy et al. 2001) for the

advection of the tracers, an energy and enstrophy con-

serving scheme (Arakawa and Lamb 1980; Barnier et al.

2006), an isopycnal diffusion for the tracer (300 m2 s-1)

and a biharmonic one for the momentum (1.5 9

1011 m2 s-2) are used. The model starts at rest from cli-

matological conditions for the tracers (Levitus et al. 1998).

To avoid artificial drifts due to unbalanced freshwater

fluxes, a strong restoring (4 days) to the climatological

surface salinity is imposed.

2.2 Large scale circulation and sea surface atmospheric

variables

As detailed in Part I, two large-scale atmospheric circula-

tion fields from the European Centre for the Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA40 reanalysis

(Uppala et al. 2005) serve as predictors over 1958–2002.

NAE-WR are built from daily averaged 500 hPa geopo-

tentiel height (Z500) interpolated on a 2.5� 9 2.5� grid. In

the tropical band (within 20�S–20�N), T-WC are assessed

from the meridional and zonal components of the wind at

1,000 hPa (UV1000). The reader is invited to refer to Part I

for further details about the choice for two distinct pre-

dictors as a function of the latitudinal domain.

The sea surface atmospheric variables used ultimately

after interpolation as forcing fields for NATL4 (predictants

for the statistical step) are based on a combination of

ECMWF reanalysis products with various satellite datasets.

This blended product, hereafter referred to as DFS4

standing for DRAKKAR Forcing Set 4, is fully described

in Brodeau et al. (2009) as well as the bulk formulae used

for air-sea fluxes computation (Barnier 1998), and the

necessary adjustments applied to the raw observed (or
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estimated) fields to avoid artificial drifts in the ocean

simulations. Among those fields,

• 6-h temperature and specific humidity at 2 m, and wind

vectors at 10 meters (all on a 1.125� 9 1.125� grid) are

taken from ERA40 over 1958–2004 and are corrected

as detailed by Brodeau et al. (2009).

• daily net shortwave and longwave radiations at the

surface are obtained from satellite estimates (ISCCP,

Zhang et al. 2004) over 1984–2004. A climatological

daily mean deduced from 1984 to 2002 is used for the

period 1958–1983. Radiative fields are provided on a

T62 gaussian grid (94 9 192 points corresponding to

about 1.8 9 1.8� on average)

• monthly total precipitation and snowfall (also on a T62

gaussian grid) are monthly fields from CORE dataset

(Large and Yeager 2004) blended with satellite pro-

ducts. Before 1979, we use monthly mean climatology

computed over the 1979–2002 period.

3 Statistical algorithm for surface forcing

reconstruction

Decomposition of the full Atlantic atmospheric large-scale

daily variability into NAE-WR and T-WC wind classes has

been found to be discriminatory for oceanic surface vari-

ables to be used ultimately as forcings for high-resolution

ocean models within a dynamical downscaling framework.

In part I, we showed that for a given day, the anomalous

air-sea conditions are both linked to the occurrence of the

regimes and to the strength and the spatial resemblance of

the anomalous large-scale atmospheric circulation with

respect to the centroids of the regimes. Based on these

results, a multi linear regression model is built in the fol-

lowing to reconstruct surface variables (or predictands)

using the distances (or predictors) to all the centroids of the

regimes as input for the statistical model. The algorithm

presented here is largely inspired from the one described in

Boé et al. (2006) and Najac et al. (2008), but adapted to

oceanic applications and available observation datasets for

surface ocean fields.

3.1 General principle

The methodology can be divided into two separated stages

as summarized in Fig. 1. Level 1 is devoted to the con-

struction of the transfer function between predictors and

predictands over the so-called learning period. Level 2

corresponds to the use of the model to reconstruct the

predictands over the so-called application period. Distinc-

tion is made between winter, summer and transition months

(see Part I). For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the

winter season (DJFM) and only one predictand (hereafter

Y). Four NAE-WR and four T-WC wind classes are used

as predictors for that season.

Fig. 1 Flowchart representing

the different steps of the

statistical reconstruction scheme

for 10-m wind
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The learning stage (level 1) can be subdivided into three

steps. For each winter day over the learning period (N days

in total), the first step consists in computing the four dis-

tances between Z500 anomalies of that day and NAE-WR

centroids, and the four distances between UV1000

anomalies and T-WC centroids. As a second step, the

(4 ? 4) 9 N distances are used as input in a multi linear

regression model together with observed Y, henceforth

YObs, in order to compute the regression coefficients bk

following:

YReg
learningðtÞ ¼

Xk¼8

k¼1

bk � dkðtÞ þ a

where t stands for a given day, k for the number of pre-

dictors or regimes, dk for the Euclidian distance to the kth

centroid and a for the residual. In the equation, bold stands

for latitude 9 longitude matrices. Once the regression

parameters are set, the regression model is used to recon-

struct Y over the learning period, hereafter YReg
learning:

Finally, daily anomalous Z500 and UV1000 maps are

classified into NAE-WR and T-WC to form 16 (4 9 4)

groups.

The application stage can be divided into two steps. Let

us now consider a given winter day J from observation that

does not belong to the learning period. As a first step, Y(J)

is reconstructed using the above-described regression

model. This step would be sufficient if the regression

model had conserved the variance of the estimated field

YReg which is not the case (von Storch 1999). To overcome

this shortcoming, a simple variance inflation technique

must be applied as a final step of the reconstruction. Day J

is attributed to a given NAE-WR and T-WC based on a

minimum distance criterion to centroids. The variance

inflation technique consists first in seeking for the analog of

YReg(J) in the pool of YReg
learning formed by the winter days

belonging to the same NAE-WR ? T-WC regimes as day

J (let f be that particular day and YReg
learningðf Þ be the analog).

It consists second in ‘‘replacing’’ YReg
learningðf Þ by its

observed counterpart YObsðf Þ so that the variance proper-

ties of the reconstructed field are preserved. This final stage

of the methodology is often referred to as conditional

resampling, ‘‘conditional’’ referring in our case to the

restriction in the analog choice based on the belonging to a

given NAE-WR ? T-WC regimes.

The same procedure is repeated for summer days: ten bk

coefficients corresponding to the five JJAS NAE-WR and

the five JJAS T-WC are first computed over the learning

period (see Part I); Y is then reconstructed and the choice

for analog at the conditional resampling stage is limited to

summer regimes. For transition months (AM and ON), we

showed that the probability of occurrence for summer and

winter regimes is about the same (Part I). Consequently, 18

(8 ? 10) distances are used as predictors in the multi linear

regression model and there is no restriction for the analog

choice at the final reconstruction stage, neither in terms of

calendar month nor in terms of belonging to a given regime.

3.2 Application of the reconstruction algorithm

to forcing dataset for ocean models

Several surface fields Y must be reconstructed to ultimately

force ocean models: 2 m temperature (T2) and 2 m

humidity (Q2), zonal and meridional wind components at

10 m (U10 and V10), longwave and shortwave radiation

(LW and SW) and precipitation. In principle, the recon-

struction algorithm presented above could be applied to

any of these fields Y. In practice, this would lead to

inconsistencies among the reconstructed surface variables

because the selected day corresponding to the final analog

at the conditional resampling stage would be different

between those fields. To avoid such an incoherence in the

forcing, we decided to apply the reconstruction algorithm

only to the 10 m wind field (hereafter UV10) treated as our

primary predictand among all the surface variables to be

reconstructed. Consequently, the selection of the analog

day at the end of the reconstruction procedure is given by

UV10 and is the same for all the other surface fields. This

choice is dictated by the fact that NAE-WR ? T-WC are

particularly discriminatory for UV10 (see Part I), and

secondly because the UV10 intraseasonal variability is

very weak compared to the one for the other surface fields.

The more or less dominance of the intraseasonal signal

has indeed a strong implication for reconstruction. For

UV10, there is no problem in the fact that an analog day for

December can been found in March for instance because

mean UV10 conditions are virtually the same in December

and March; however, it is definitely not the case for the

other fields. For instance, temperature is greatly controlled

by its seasonal evolution and by the inertia of the ocean.

Mean December conditions for T2 largely differ from

March conditions because the intraseasonal changes dom-

inate the higher frequency fluctuations (typically daily to

weekly). Consequently, the analog day given by the

downscaled UV10 and used for T2 by construction cannot

be directly considered. Instead of taking the raw T2 of the

analog day, its daily anomaly is retained and superimposed

to mean daily climatology of the day to be reconstructed

(estimated over the learning period). Such a procedure is

applied to all surface forcing variables, but UV10 for which

we verify that its reconstruction is insensitive to this patch.

3.3 Example

A concrete example is given in the following to better

describe all the steps of the reconstruction algorithm as
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well as the additional adjustments required for radiative

fields. Let us pick 18 August 1967 as an example. Ten

distances are computed between the NAE Z500 and

tropical UV1000 anomalies of that day and the 5 ? 5

summer NAE-WR ? T-WC that have been determined in

a preliminary stage. Those distances are passed to the

regression model built over the learning period so that

UV10 is reconstructed. The learning period covers all the

years over 1958–2002 except the one to be reconstructed,

here 1967. We verified that the bk coefficients of the

regression model do not depend on the exclusion of the

year to be reconstructed, the 45 sets of bk obtained over

1958–2002 being very similar. Based on the minimum

distance criterion, 18 August 1967 has been attributed to

NAE-WR5 and T-WC2, and the analog for UV10 obtained

by regression is then seek in the pool of days formed by

the ones where NAE-WR5 and T-WC2 are simultaneously

excited over the learning period. Let 1 June 1959 be the

analog day.

T2 for 18 August 1967 is reconstructed by taking the T2

daily anomalies of 1 June 1959 and by adding those to the

T2 daily climatology of 18 August, in order to preserve T2

seasonal cycle. The same technique is applied for Q2 and

could be applied in principle for radiation surface fields

SW and LW. Recall however that daily radiative data are

only available from 1984. To reconstruct the radiative

fields of 18 August 1967 for which the analog day is not

available in our example, we therefore look for the sub-

sequent analogs restricted to the NAE-WR5 and T-WC2

pool of days until we found one over 1984–2002 that we

can retain. Let 14 July 1997 be that analog. Similarly to T2

and Q2, SW and LW for 18 August 1967 are reconstructed

by taking the SW and LW daily anomalies of 14 July 1997

and by adding those to the SW and LW daily climatology

of 18 August. Note that this patch is not necessary if the

first analog for UV10 belongs to the 1984–2002 period. As

to precipitation, because only monthly data are available,

we decided to not reconstruct precipitation fluxes in the

present study.

4 Validation of the reconstruction algorithm

The statistical method of reconstruction is now validated

from two NATL4 simulations forced, respectively, by the

original observed DFS4 dataset, or by its reconstruction

(hereafter REC). The model is integrated from 1979 to

2001 after a four year spin-up starting from rest. The vali-

dation of the reconstructed surface variables is given in the

following over 1979–2001 for consistency, despite the

regression model at the core of the reconstruction algo-

rithm has been performed over the full 1958–2002 period

as detailed in the previous section. NATL4 has not been

integrated over 1958–2002 because of computational

limitation.

Figure 2 shows the annual zonal means for all the DFS4

surface variables (except for radiative fields) together with

their difference with REC. The reconstruction is excellent

in terms of mean, and DFS4 and REC are virtually

undistinguishable based on t test statistics applied here.

This conclusion was expected for T2 and Q2 because the

seasonal cycle that dominates the high frequency vari-

ability is prescribed by construction in the algorithm.

Recall that this is not the case for the zonal and meridional

components of wind and we show here that errors in REC

are nonetheless very small and not statistically significant

in both the tropics and midlatitudes. This indirectly verifies

that the resampling at the last stage of the full recon-

struction algorithm successfully covers the entire distribu-

tion of the anomalous atmospheric circulation assessed

through weather regimes/classes (not shown). Figure 3

provides evidence that the reconstruction scheme is also

able to capture remarkably well the seasonal cycle of the

wind module with the sole assumption that NAE-WR are

different between summertime and wintertime. The per-

formance of the method is not function of the domain, the

tropics being characterized by a weak seasonal evolution in

contrast to midlatitudes.

Differences between DFS4 and REC interannual vari-

ability are presented in Fig. 4 for winter and summer boreal

seasons taken separately. In boreal winter (Fig. 4a) where

Fig. 2 Top Annual zonal mean of 2-m temperature (green), specific

humidity (blue) and 10-m zonal and meridional wind components

(red and orange) for DFS4. Bottom Annual zonal mean difference

between REC and DFS4. None of the differences are significant based

on t statistics at 95%
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maximum variance is found at midlatitudes, the interannual

frequency band is well captured in REC for U10 despite a

slight underestimation from 40�N northward, and for V10

despite a slight overestimation of the variance from 30�N.

About 65% of the interannual variance is captured in REC

for the two components of the wind in the northern tropical

basin whereas a third of the interannual variance is only

reconstructed south of the equator corresponding to sum-

mertime there. The interannual variance for T2 and Q2 is

underestimated whatever the latitudes with a REC/DFS4

ratio ranging from 0.6 at midlatitudes to 0.15 within the

entire tropical band for both thermodynamical variables. In

boreal summer (Fig. 4b), interannual variance is consi-

derably weaker for all the variables, except for Q2. The REC

surface wind variance is still relatively correct at midlati-

tudes while it is clearly underestimated in the northern

tropical band with value as low as 0.3 for the REC/DFS4

ratio. Note that the shift between the midlatitude and

tropical behavior occurs northward in summer compared to

winter in agreement with the seasonal latitudinal march of

the two dynamics. Note also that the variance loss in the

southern tropical basin is less pronounced in JJAS than in

DJFM because it is wintertime there. Results are degraded

in summer compared to winter for T2 and Q2 especially at

midlatitudes where only 20% of the interannual variance

are captured by the reconstruction algorithm.

In order to understand the loss of interannual variance in

the tropics, let us consider the density spectrum of the

tropical wind in DFS4 and REC (Fig. 5). This spectrum is

obtained from a daily index of U10 averaged over the 15�–

30�N latitude band. As expected, Fig. 5 shows that the

variance is clearly underestimated in REC (black line) at

low frequencies for periods lower than 10 days and is

compensated by an increase at higher frequencies. The

persistence of the atmospheric anomalous circulation

which is strong in the tropics (high daily autocorrelation

values) as opposed to midlatitudes is broken because each

Fig. 3 Mean seasonal cycle of DFS4 and REC 10-m wind module for

three latitude bands (15�–30�N, 30�–45�N and 45�–60�N) on the

North Atlantic sector. Solid (dashed) lines stands for DFS4 (REC)

a b

Fig. 4 Top Zonal mean of the variance in DJFM (left) and JJAS

(right) for 10-m zonal and meridional wind components (red and

orange, respectively), 2-m temperature (green) and specific humidity

(blue) for DFS4. Bottom Ratio between REC and DFS4 zonal mean

variance. The grey color indicates where the differences of variance

between REC and DFS4 are significant (F test at 90%)
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day is considered as independent at the resampling stage of

the algorithm. Artificial variance is thus added by con-

struction in the quasi-daily frequency band at the expense

of lower frequencies.

The ability of the method of reconstruction to correctly

reconstruct sea surface variables at daily and interannual

timescale is finally assessed by means of Taylor diagram

(Taylor 2001). Those diagrams are a useful form to esti-

mate the similarity between the two DFS4 and REC data-

sets in terms of root-mean-square (RMS) and temporal

correlation. Only U10 and T2 variables are considered here

for three latitudinal bands and two seasons (Fig. 6). As

documented above, the interannual variance is well cap-

tured for U10 in boreal winter with a ratio near to 1, and is

slightly (strongly) underestimated in summer in the extra-

tropics (tropics). The critical loss of power at interannual

timescale of the reconstructed variables is confirmed

especially for T2 and summertime. The daily variance is

very well reproduced with a ratio close to 1 for both

variables and both seasons. Regarding the interannual

variability, the temporal correlation coefficients show a

good agreement in boreal winter between REC and DFS4

(coefficients higher than 0.6). Values are generally a bit

stronger for U10 than for T2, and are greater at high lati-

tudes in the 45�–60�N latitude band for both variables. In

summer, correlations are smaller, generally below 0.45,

except in the Northern basin, with a coefficient equal to 0.5

for T2 and 0.8 for U10. The correlations at daily frequency

are small (below 0.4) for U10 for both seasons. Given the

large size of the study domain and because of the resam-

pling step of the method, a high daily correlation is not

expected: the aim of such a method is more oriented at

capturing lower frequency fluctuations typically interan-

nual timescale. Daily correlations are better for T2, but it is

important to recall that the T2 daily climatology is pre-

scribed in our reconstruction and artificially provides a

good daily temporal correlation. Without imposing the

seasonal cycle, the correlation values for T2 daily anom-

alies are lower than 0.4.

To complete the validation of the reconstruction algo-

rithm, its ability to respect the spatial coherence of the

interannual variability of the surface ocean fields is asses-

sed using decomposition in empirical orthogonal function

(EOF) of UV10 for winter and summer season and for

tropics and extratropics treated separately. In winter and in

Fig. 5 Spectral density for the daily 10-m zonal wind over the 15�–

30�N latitudinal band for DFS4 (red) and REC (black). The left

vertical axis must be considered for frequencies weaker than 0.1 (i.e.

10 days) and the right axis is a zoom for higher frequencies

Fig. 6 Taylor diagrams for U10

(red) and T2 (green) spatially

averaged over the 15�–30�N,

30�–45�N and 45�–60�N

latitude bands (respectively

represented by the numbers 1, 2,

3), for daily fields (circles) and

seasonal means (stars). Left
(right) panel stands for the

winter (summer) season
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the extratropics, the dominant mode is characterized in

DFS4 by anticyclonic wind anomalies centered off the

European coast and related to the NAO (Fig. 7). This

structure is very well captured by REC, and despite a slight

westward shift of the anomalous core, the spatial correla-

tion between the two maps is equal to 0.85. The correlation

of the two time series is equal to 0.96. In summer, the first

EOF corresponds to an anticyclonic anomaly centered off

the British Islands and is related to the summertime NAO.

Spatial and temporal correlations between DFS4 and REC

are equal to 0.84 and 0.88, respectively. In the tropical

band, the spatial structure of the DJFM leading EOF in

DFS4 is characterized by northeasterly wind anomalies

restricted to the northern hemisphere and corresponding to

reinforced trade winds. The spatial pattern is very similar

in REC and spatially correlated at 0.77 while the temporal

correlation coefficient between the associated time series is

equal to 0.88. The JJAS first EOF corresponds in the

northern basin to slackened trade winds and below 10�S to

northwestward anomalies leading to equatorial conver-

gence of the winds. The spatial patterns of REC and DFS4

are correlated at 0.77 and their associated principal com-

ponents at 0.87. Note that the percentage of variance cap-

tured by the leading modes is significantly overestimated in

all cases in REC, except for the extratropics in winter

where DFS4 and REC values are comparable.

5 Application of reconstructed fields to force

a high-resolution ocean model

The two NATL4-DFS4 and NATL4-REC high-resolution

ocean simulations forced, respectively, by the original

observed dataset DFS4 and by its reconstruction REC are

now compared in terms of mean and principal modes for

interannual variability over 1979–2002. The aim of this

work is not to validate the NATL4 model and discuss its

skills, but only to validate the impact of the reconstruction

method upon the ocean dynamics. Consequently, no com-

parison with oceanic observations will be provided in the

following.

5.1 Mean state and variability of air-sea fluxes

NATL4 computes its own surface turbulent and momentum

fluxes using traditional bulk formulae (Brodeau et al.

2009). As expected, based on the results above-described

for surface variables, the reconstruction is excellent for the

Fig. 7 First EOF of the DJFM and JJAS extratropical and tropical

10-m wind over 1979–2001. Left and center DFS4 and REC spatial

patterns (m/s) with their respective percentage of explained variance

indicated up right. Right associated normalized principal components

for DFS4 (black) and REC (red). The coefficient correlation between

DFS4 and REC principal component is given at the bottom right

corner
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surface fluxes in terms of mean (not shown). Differences

between NATL4-DFS4 and NATL4-REC interannual

variability are presented in Fig. 8 for all the fluxes com-

ponents for winter and summer boreal seasons treated

separately. Most of the biases found for reconstructed

surface variables can be tracked down in corresponding

surface fluxes with fewer incidences through. Despite T2

and Q2 interannual variance are strongly underestimated,

the ones for associated sensible and latent heat fluxes are

better captured from 20�N northward where about 75% of

the variance is retained in winter instead of 50% for T2.

Discrepancies at higher latitude (north of 60�N) are asso-

ciated with wintertime sea-ice changes in the Labrador Sea.

The ‘‘recovery’’ of variance for turbulent fluxes compared

to surface variables at midlatitudes holds in summertime

provided the seasonal northward migration of the extra-

tropical dynamics. Such a recovery can be explained in part

by the correct representation of the reconstructed surface

wind (Fig. 2) that directly enters into the turbulent fluxes

computation. In the tropics, about two-third of the inter-

annual variance is lost in winter for turbulent fluxes while

this bias is clearly diminished in summertime where about

40% of the variance is captured in REC (much better than

for T2/Q2). Although reduced, the underestimation of

variance for T2 can find its bearing in the longwave

component of the radiative fluxes especially in the tropics.

The interannual variance of the shortwave radiative flux is

relatively well preserved in NATL4-REC with an average

level of 70% in both winter and summer seasons in the

northern hemisphere. Maximum biases are found over the

subtropical highs where low-level clouds that are tightly

linked to local ocean temperature control a large part of the

interannual shortwave variability. The interannual variance

of zonal and meridional wind stress components is very

close to the one for U10 and V10, respectively, despite a

slight additional boost of variance for the meridional wind

stress between 25� and 45�N in winter.

5.2 Validation of oceanic variables

Figure 9a shows the annual zonal means for NATL4-DFS4

SST and Sea Surface salinity (SSS), together with their

difference with NATL4-REC. The agreement between the

two simulations is excellent for both SST and SSS mean

state and there is no statistical difference based on t-test at

the 95% level of confidence. Locally, some isolated and

very marginal grid points pass the test for some seasons

leading on average to slightly cooler (warmer) conditions

in NATL4-REC than NATL4-DFS4 between 20�N and

60�N (within the tropical band). The positive bias located

north of 60�N is associated with diminished sea-ice cover

in the Labrador Sea. For SSS, peaks in difference are

produced by very strong eddy activity in the mouth of the

main rivers (Amazon river at the equator, Congo, Niger

and Mississippi at 8�S, 10�N and 30�N, respectively) and

along the gulf stream (around 40�N). Recall that precipi-

tation and river runoff are the same in both experiments

suggesting that differences are mostly due to internal ocean

dynamics and are not directly linked to the reconstructed

forcing. Figure 9b and c show the time evolution of the

Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 4 but for zonal and meridional wind stress (red and orange, respectively), shortwave and longwave radiative flux (dark and

light green, respectively), and sensible and latent heat flux (blue and mauve, respectively) from NATL4-DFS4 and NATL4-REC
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3-dimensional temperature and salinity integrated over the

entire NATL4 basin. In NATL4-DFS4, a slight cooling

(0.04�C in 20 years) occurs until 1993 before a rapid

warming. Similar behavior is found in NATL4-REC but

trends are less pronounced; interestingly, NATL4-DFS4

and NATL4-REC catch up at the end of the simulation in

2002. The 3-dimensional salinity changes are characterized

in both simulations by a spurious trend that clearly over-

comes any potential signal coming from the reconstructed

forcing. This trend is associated with unbalanced water flux

budget shared by both experiments.

NATL4-DFS4 mixed layer depth (MLD) is presented

for DJFM average over 1979–2002 as well as its difference

with NATL4-REC (Fig. 10a). Both experiments are able to

capture the three main ocean convection areas where deep

water forms: the Labrador Sea and the Nordic Seas where

MLD reaches values as high as 2,200 m in both sites, and

the Irminger Sea where convection is a bit shallower.

NATL4-REC Labrador and Irminger sites are spatially

contracted compared to NATL4-DFS4 and the central core

in the Labrador is slightly deepened, but none of these

biases are statistically significant based on t-statistics at the

95% level of confidence. The sole significant differences

over the entire basin are found in the Nordic Sea where

locally the deep convection activity is reduced by 25%. It is

difficult to explain and comment the latter disparity

a

b

c

Fig. 9 a Top Zonal annual

mean for SST (blue) and SSS

(orange) in NATL4-DFS4.

Bottom Difference between

NATL4-REC and NATL4-

DFS4 SST and SSS. Differences

are not significant (t test at

95%). Temporal evolution for

global 3-dimensional averaged

annual temperature (b) and

salinity (c) in NATL4-DFS4

(solid) and in NATL4-REC

(dashed)

Fig. 10 a Contours DJFM mixed layer depth (m) in NATL4-DFS4

(contour interval is 500 m). The maximum value is 2,252 m in the

Labrador Sea. Colors difference between NATL4-REC and NATL4-

DFS4 DJFM mixed layer depth (m). b Same as a but for annual mean

barotropic stream function (contour interval is 10 Sv from -60 to 60).

Differences are not significant based on a t statistics at the 95% level

of confidence
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because this convection site is included in the northernmost

buffer zone of NATL4.

The large scale ocean mass transport is traditionally split

into a horizontal gyre component and a meridional over-

turning circulation. The latter is equal to 15.5 Sv and 15.1

Sv in NATL4-DFS4 and NATL4-REC, respectively, and

differences are not statistically significant. The former is

diagnosed via the barotropic streamfunction of the verti-

cally integrated transport and displays a traditional double-

gyre circulation of comparable intensity in NATL4-DFS4

(Fig. 10b). The subtropical gyre in NATL4-REC is very

close to the one in NATL4-DFS4 even if the tropical cir-

culation feeding the midlatitude branch is slightly under-

estimated by about 10%. The subpolar gyre appears a bit

‘‘distorted’’ in NATL4-REC with stronger recirculation in

the Irminger Sea while the western boundary Labrador

Current appears to be less intense. Maximum differences

are found off Newfoundland but are barely significant

because this area is characterized by very strong mesoscale

variability. Based on additional experiments (not shown),

we suspect that a large part of the NATL4-DFS4 and

NATL4-REC discrepancies are not directly linked to the

reconstructed forcing but rather explained by internal

model dynamics. In any case, the mean horizontal circu-

lation structure is very well reproduced in NATL4-REC.

The interannual variance in NATL4-DFS4 and in

NATL4-REC is examined for temperature and salinity

from annual zonal means as a function of depth (Fig. 11).

Two plumes of maximum variance are found in the

extratropics. The midlatitude core around 40�N corre-

sponds to strong vertical mixing along the mean position of

the North Atlantic storm track, and to the presence of

mesoscale eddies along the Gulf Stream path. The north-

ernmost core is associated with strong interannual vari-

ability of deep water formation where convection occurs in

the Labrador and Irminger Seas. The 3-dimensional inter-

annual variance is very well captured in NATL4-REC in

the extratropics and Fig. 11 confirms that the reduced

variance in the upper-ocean due to underestimated variance

in the reconstructed forcing does not significantly penetrate

at depth. In the tropics, the entire wind-driven subtropical

cells seem however to be more impacted by slackened

forcings. Significant underestimation of variance by about

75% extends down to 300–400 m with respect to the

equator and is particularly pronounced in the southern

hemisphere both in temperature and salinity. Such a tro-

pical bias is clearly related to the lost variance in surface

tropical wind and surface temperature in NATL4-REC.

Note that the reconstruction algorithm has been developed

to optimally reproduce the Northern Hemisphere

a b

dc

Fig. 11 Variance of annual zonal mean temperature (a,�C2) and

salinity (b, psu2) in NATL4-DFS4. Ratio of annual zonal mean

variance of temperature (c) and salinity (d) between NATL4-REC

and NATL4-DFS4. Black contours indicate the 90% level of

significance based on F statistics
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fluctuations and therefore can not pretend to fully represent

the variability south of the Equator. Lastly, significant

diminished variance for salinity is found at depth in the

high latitude. The interpretation of this core is nevertheless

subject to caution because it is located in the northernmost

buffer zone of NATL4.

In the subsequent analyses, we use EOF to identify the

spatial structure and the temporal behavior of the dominant

modes of interannual variability in the North Atlantic. A

traditional cosine weighting as a function of latitude is

applied to annual averaged field and we limit our com-

parison to the two leading EOFs in NATL4-DFS4 and

NATL4-REC. For SST, those accounts for about 50% of

the total variance in both experiments and are displayed in

Fig. 12, together with their normalized principal compo-

nents (PC). EOF1 is characterized in NATL4-DFS4 by a

global warming of the North Atlantic with maximum

loading at the southern tip of Greenland (Fig. 12a). Isolated

cooling occurs at the northern edge of the Gulf Stream as

well as in the Norwegian Sea, but those areas stay mar-

ginal. This mode could be interpreted either as a trend or as

a shift around 1994–1995 between two mean SST states

associated with the two phases of the Atlantic Multidecadal

Oscillation (Knight et al., 2005). The dominant mode of

NATL4-DFS4 is well captured in NATL4-REC although

the explained variance and SST anomalies of the recon-

structed pattern are slightly weaker. The spatial correlation

between NATL4-REC and NATL4-DFS4 maps is equal to

0.81 and their PCs are correlated at 0.88. EOF2 is char-

acterized in NATL4-DFS4 by a tripole structure (Fig. 12b):

subtropical and high latitudes SST, especially in the Lab-

rador Sea, are cold while midlatitudes SST, especially

along the Gulf Stream and over the extreme Northeastern

basin, are concurrently warmer. This mode can be inter-

preted as the surface ocean response to NAO forcings (e.g.

Cayan 1992): its PC is correlated at 0.65 with the annual

NAO index estimated from ERA40 sea level pressure.

NATL4-REC EOF2 bears a strong resemblance to NATL4-

DFS4 both in terms of spatial structure (maps correlated at

0.74) and temporal variability (PC correlated at 0.91). Note

that EOF2 explained variance is slightly greater in NATL4-

REC than in NATL4-DFS4, and that SST anomalies are

slightly weaker consistently with the underestimated vari-

ance of the reconstructed fields at low frequency as

reported in Sect. 4.

The two leading EOF for annual barotropic stream-

function (Fig. 13) are also very similar between NATL4-

DFS4 and NATL4-REC. EOF1 is characterized by a

spin-up of the subpolar gyre concomitant with a strength-

ening of the Gulf Stream up to 1996–1997. Spatial corre-

lation between NATL4-DFS4 and NATL4-REC EOF1

maps is equal to 0.88 and reaches 0.97 for their time series;

their explained variance is comparable. EOF2 mostly

captures the meridional displacement of the Gulf Stream

and the variability in the inter gyre circulation. Time series

suggest a strong correlation between EOF2 and the NAO

Fig. 12 First (left column) and

second (right column) EOF of

annual SST (�C) for (a, b)

NATL4-DFS4 and (c, d)

NATL4-REC over 1979–2001.

The percentage of explained

variance for each pattern is

indicated at the upper left
corner. Associated normalized

principal components for

NATL4-DFS4 (black) and

NATL4-REC (red). The

correlation between the PCs is

given at the top left corner
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index, positive NAO being associated with the northward

expansion of the subtropical gyre (Curry and McCartney

2001) and the intensification/contraction of the northern-

most part of the subpolar gyre. Those fluctuations can be

tracked down in the MLD variability as featured by the

leading EOF of winter MLD (Fig. 14) for NATL4-DFS4

and NATL4-REC. Enhanced convection in the Labrador

and Irminger Seas occurs in the mid-1980s and early 1990s

while it is diminished in the Nordic Seas, before a clear

reversal from 1996 onwards. EOF1 captures more than half

of the total variance in both NATL4-DFS4 and NATL4-

REC. The spatial correlation between the two experiments

EOF is equal to 0.93 and the temporal correlation between

their PC reaches 0.65.

The ability of the method of reconstruction to reproduce

the dominant modes of variability at interannual timescale

in the tropics is now evaluated. The leading EOF of

NATL4-DFS4 annual mean tropical SST is characterized

by a basin-wide signal with maximum loading along the

equator and the African coast; it represents about half of

the explained variance (Fig. 15a). This mode can be

interpreted as the tropical signature of the AMO as sug-

gested by the very strong correlation (0.86) between its PC

and the annual mean AMO index (http://www.cdc.noaa.

gov/Correlation/amon.us.long.data). This mode is not

capture by the reconstruction method. EOF1 in NATL4-

REC is characterized by a dipole between the northern and

southern tropical basin with respect to the mean position of

the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone. The latter is often

referred to as the interhemispheric mode that dominates the

tropical climate fluctuations at interannual timescale (e.g.

Ruiz-Barradas et al. 2000). This mode corresponds to

EOF2 in NATL4-DFS4 as shown in Fig. 15b; the spatial

correlation between NATL4-DFS4 EOF2 and NATL-REC

EOF1 is equal to 0.8 and their respective PCs are correlated

at 0.63. Figure 15 provides evidence that the reconstruction

scheme is able to capture a large part of the interannual

variability but is deficient in reproducing the very low

frequency oceanic signals such as the AMO. Such a failure

can be attributed to the weak coupling between the daily

atmospheric circulation upon which the reconstruction

algorithm is based, and the tropical imprint of the AMO.

6 Conclusion and perspectives

A novel statistical method has been developed to recon-

struct atmospheric surface variables over the Atlantic basin

to be ultimately used as forcing for high-resolution ocean

models. In a companion paper (Part I), we have charac-

terized the links between the large scale atmospheric cir-

culation structures and the surface ocean conditions. We

have demonstrated that the decomposition of the daily

atmospheric circulation into weather regimes over the

North Atlantic-Europe region, and into wind classes over

the Tropical Atlantic, is relevant to derive basin-wide

Fig. 13 Same as Fig. 12 but for

the annual barotropic stream

function (Sv)
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changes of surface atmospheric variables. A statistical

relationship based on multiple linear regressions is thus

built between the distances to the extratropical ? tropical

regimes/classes used as predictors, and the observed sur-

face wind conditions over a so-called learning period. The

transfer function combined to a conditional resampling step

based on analogue is then used to reconstruct all the surface

ocean fields over 1958–2002. Winter and summer seasons

are treated separately. Emphasis is laid on the necessary

modifications which have been introduced in this study

compared to traditional reconstruction schemes described

in literature. Indeed, we have to deal here with a domain of

large size combining tropical and extratropical dynamics,

and with the fact that several variables must be recon-

structed at once to conserve the physical coherence.

Accordingly, we have chosen to treat the surface wind field

as the primary variable to be reconstructed and to derive

the others parameters (T2, Q2, radiation) from the latter.

The performance of the statistical method is validated in

two steps. First, we compare the distribution properties and

the variability of the reconstructed surface variables REC

with the reference dataset DFS4. We conclude that:

• the reconstruction scheme is able to perfectly reproduce

the mean state of the surface variables both in the

tropics and at midlatitudes,

• the daily variance of the forcing fields is very well

captured,

• the seasonal cycle is quasi perfectly respected for the

wind field without any assumptions. Recall that the

latter is prescribed for the other variables,

• the interannual fluctuations of the wind are correctly

reconstructed. Analyses based on EOF decomposition

provide evidence that the reconstruction algorithm is

skilful in retaining the spatial and temporal coherence

of the forcing fields at interannual timescale. Deficien-

cies are found in the level of variance that is largely

underestimated in the interannual frequency band

especially in the tropics for 2-m temperature and

humidity as well as for radiative fluxes. Such a bias is

more pronounced in summertime. This is the principal

weakness of the proposed scheme. Our study should be

interpreted as a first attempt and poor skill in the tropics

clearly deserves more investigation and probably some

additional adaptations (choice of the predictors in terms

of variables and techniques, etc.).

As a second step of validation, we have carried out two

numerical experiments using the NATL4 high-resolution

ocean model where we prescribe either REC or DFS4 as

atmospheric forcings. Mean states between the twin

experiments are virtually undistinguishable both in terms

of surface fluxes and ocean dynamics estimated by the

barotropic and the meridional overturning streamfunctions.

The 3-dimensional temperature and salinity and the main

positions of the deep convection sites are well reproduced.

The 3-dimensional variance of the simulated ocean is well

preserved at interannual timescale both for temperature and

salinity except in the tropics; note that the biases in terms

of fluxes are attenuated compared to those for the raw

atmospheric forcing variables. The main extratropical

modes of variability assessed through EOF are very similar

in NATL4-REC and NATL4-DFS4 both in terms of spatial

structure and temporal evolution for SST, barotropic

streamfunction and mixed layer depth showing the ability

of the method of reconstruction to capture a large part of

the interannual variability, especially in the extratropics.

However, as expected, the underestimation of the low

frequency variance for the forcing fields can be tracked

down in the ocean simulation within the tropical band and

is a clear limit of our study. Note also that NATL4-REC

does not capture the leading EOF mode of tropical SST

representing the AMO. The length of the simulation could

be too short to firmly believe in this conclusion, but

a

b

c

Fig. 14 Same as Fig. 12 but for EOF1 only and for the DJFM mixed

layer depth (m)
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preliminary results using the � degree resolution for

NEMO (ORCA05) and integrated over 1958–2002 suggest

that the model ocean is still unable to represent the AMO.

Recall that the reconstruction scheme is able to reproduce

the main tendencies of all the atmospheric forcings but for

T2 (see part I). This would suggest that the AMO is weakly

coupled to the daily atmospheric circulation and would

have a different origin (e.g. surface signature of thermo-

haline variability, etc.). In addition, the direct radiative

forcing from increased GHG concentration appears to be a

good candidate to explain T2 trends. By construction, this

factor that is not related to atmospheric dynamics is

impossible to be captured in the present framework.

The results validated here for present climate and from

observational estimates are very promising for ocean

downscaling applications of future climate scenarios. As

mentioned in the Introduction, reconstructing atmospheric

datasets provide an alternative to overcome the biases in

surface fluxes generally simulated in CGCMs used tradi-

tionally in IPCC reports. Following the framework adopted

here, large-scale predictors are taken from CGCMs while

the forcing fields for the ocean are reconstructed based on

the transfer function presented here. In a preliminary study,

we have verified using the Météo-France CNRM-CM3

model that the statistical scheme is indeed very skilful in

representing the twentieth century variability. Some non-

trivial adaptations of the scheme are necessary though for

the twenty-first century scenario because the reconstruction

is built on the stationarity hypothesis that changes between

the predictants and the predictors are the same, and that an

analogue can be found in the present climate at the con-

ditional resampling stage of the algorithm. This is clearly

not the case for T2 as already documented in Yiou et al.

(2007) over land even for the 2000s. A large part of the

future T2 increase is not due to indirect atmospheric cir-

culation changes but to the direct contribution of radiative

forcing from increased GHGs concentrations. This addi-

tional factor must be added in the reconstruction scheme.

There are several ways to estimate it. As a first step, we use

the trend of the global average of T2 computed from all the

IPCC AR4 models and add this trend to the reconstructed

value, similarly to what has been proposed in Boé et al.

(2006). Preliminary results using CNRM-CM3 outputs

suggest that the 3-dimensional ocean changes are sensitive

to this additional term. In our case, it even appears to be the

main actor in the projected slowdown of the MOC at the

end of the twenty-first century. More investigations are

needed though to draw firmer conclusions and will be

presented in a forthcoming paper. Another limit of such a

reconstruction scheme for future climate is associated with

the ‘‘forced’’ experimental protocol because it is strongly

suspected that some mechanisms at work in climate change

greatly result from ocean–atmosphere coupling that is not

represented in high-resolution ocean model only.

Another interesting perspective could be to apply the

method of reconstruction to outputs from monthly-to-sea-

sonal prediction systems. Daily atmospheric fields from

operational climate forecasts could be reconstructed to

obtain an unbiased forcing dataset to be applied in very

high-resolution model used in ocean operational forecasts.

The statistical–dynamical scheme presented here appears

as an efficient and promising tool to infer small scale

oceanic changes (in particular those related to the wind-

driven circulation) due to modifications in the large-scale

atmospheric circulation. This could have direct applica-

tions for coastal studies.

a c

b d

Fig. 15 a Spatial pattern of the EOF1 NATL4-DFS4 annual mean

SST (�C) and b normalized principal component (black line). The

standardized AMO index (green line) is superimposed and the

coefficient correlation between the two time series is indicated at the

top left corner. c Spatial pattern of EOF2 NATL4-DFS4 (color) and

EOF1 NATL4-REC (contour) annual mean SST (�C). d Normalized

PC2 of NATL4-DFS4 (black) and PC1 of NATL4-REC (red). The

correlation between the two time series is given at the top left corner
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